Closed-loop analysis of cardiovascular variability in rats under restraint stress.
Causal transfer function analysis was applied to the heart rate variability and blood pressure variability in normotensive male Sprague-Dawley rats those were measured before, during, and after acute restraint stress. The causal transfer gain (CTG) from systolic blood pressure (SBP) to RR interval (RRI) and CTG from RRI to SBP were estimated. The mean value of the CTG from SBP to RRI in the low-frequency (LF) band (0.27-0.74 Hz) was significantly lower during the restraint period than during the baseline period and remained significantly lower during the recovery period. The mean value of the CTG from RRI to SBP in the LF band, in contrast, was significantly higher during the restraint period than during the baseline period, and during the recovery period it tended to return relatively rapidly to the baseline level. Arterial pressure tended to increase only at the onset of the restraint stress and then to decline not only during the restraint period but also during the recovery period, finally leveling off significantly below the baseline level. These results suggest that restraint stress suppresses the baroreflex control gain not only during the restraint period but also during the recovery period and that this results in the arterial hypotension during the recovery period.